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C hapter 4  Instrument makers, materials and 

 techniques.   

Modern instruments 

 [Ed.  continued from the section about 

Manufacture] 
 The manufacture of the key mechanism is of 

particular importance.  The key-box itself is made 
from two pieces of roughly the same size, 320-350 

mm long, 40-50 mm wide and 20-30 mm thick. [74 a] 

The one intended for the left panel is planed and chis-

eled to a thickness of 5-6 mm, leaving two heels pro-

jecting from the base [74 b] for fastening the panel to 

the neck.  The holes for the keys are then marked out 

and drawn up.  The builders measure the distances 

between the stopping points on an existing instrument 

rather than working them out for themselves (cf. 

Chapter 6).  These measurements are plotted on a spe-

cial template and transferred from this to the left 

panel [75 a and b].  The holes are then sawn [76], 

[77] or chiseled out.  The left panel is also made out 

of several longitudinal pieces [78], [79].  The right 

panel is fitted with a groove about 10 mm wide, 

which gives two „walls‟.  Holes for the keys are made 

in the inner wall, the outer one serving as a stop [80].  

When finished, the panels are screwed onto the neck 

[78]. 

 The keys are whittled with a knife or sawn 

from suitable pieces [81] - [83].  They are then tried 

out in the key-box [84] and the instrument is  

provisionally strung [85] so that the builder can tell 

where to place the tangents.  One builder has tried to 

improve the key mechanism by placing a return 

spring on the end of the key [86].  The upper row of 

key holes on the left panel are open so that the keys 

can be removed from the box for adjustment; these 

keys are held in place with a battern [87], [88].  

 Tuning pegs are made out of wood in the 

club-like shape that is characteristic of the traditional 

keyed fiddle.  In the last two decades, builders have 

started to use mandolin or guitar pegs for the reso-

nance strings [89].  There are also individual designs 
requiring specially constructed tuning keys [90].  

Some builders use zither screws, the instrument be-

ing tuned with a clock key [91].  Specially designed 

iron tuning keys are forged by the players who are 

employed at ironworks [92]. 

 A suitable piece for a bow can be shaped di-

rectly with a knife [93].  Otherwise the piece is 

curved after being placed in boiling water, and then 

shaped.  Bow hairs used always to be taken straight 

from the horse.  Nowadays, builders mostly buy vio-

lin hairs, preferable second-hand as these are 

cheaper. 

    [Ed: Making bows with used hair is something 

I have never heard of.  Usually once the hair is 

used, it will no longer work as well as new hair 

since the part facing the strings has the micro-

scopic barbs worn off of the hair].   

 If violin or violoncello bows are used, they 

are shortened about 10 cm.  These shortened bows 

have subsequently been copied by builders making 

their own bows.  The manner of attaching the hairs 

is similar to that used for violin bows [95].  There is 

no nut, the hairs being tightened with the thumb or 

else upon attachment.   
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 Varnish and ornamentation.  A water-soluble 

stain is applied to the body, belly and other parts of 

the instrument as well as the bow;  after this has 

dried, it is covered with a thin layer of shellac.  Com-

pared to the beginning of this century (1900s), instru-

ments are now given a lighter hue in order to bring 

out the grain of the wood.  A common color scheme 

is a yellow-brown body and walnut brown for the 

other parts.  One form of ornamentation is produced 

by pressing a cogwheel into the soft wood [68].   

Another is produced by branding with a soldering 

iron [17].  The heads of the „diatonic‟ keys are some-

times painted a light color and those for the 

„chromatic‟ keys a dark color, in keeping with the 

keys of the piano. 

 Several of the builders who were interviewed 

used to place the sound post in the traditional manner 

through the back of the instrument, holding it in place 

with a wooden wedge [96] and [121b]. 

 The strings, both those of spun silk and those 

of gut, used to be made by the builders themselves.  

Steel wire for the resonance strings was also avail-

able in the country districts.  Nowadays players use a 

combination of violincello and guitar strings as well 

as piano wire.  [Ed:  And here in the US, the ny-

ckelharpa strings used most often are like the ones 

made by Prim and sold by the ANA, see page 25]. 
 During the latest phase in the development of 

the keyed fiddle - the transition from the silver-drone 

to the chromatic type of instrument - radical changes 

have been made in its construction..  These include 

(a)  an adjustable sound post instead of one firmly 

wedged against the back,  (b) an f-hole on the middle 

bout instead of oval shaped sound holes on the lower 

bout, (c) a separate back of maple instead of a body 

entirely made of pine, [Ed: Many harpa bodies to-

day are made from all spruce construction rather 

than hardwoods.], (d) a straight bow stick instead of 

one curved at the end,  (e) cello and guitar strings in-

stead of silk and gut, (f) a curved instead of a flat 

bridge, etc.  The body itself has also become lower 

and less arched.  Forms of decoration which used to 

be common have disappeared  and new ones have 

been introduced.  Although this development has 

been influenced by the instruments of the violin fam-

ily, the builders have not copied these slavishly but 

have modified them to suit their own intentions.  This 

aspect is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 

 Such innovations are generally created by one 

or two of the builders and subsequently adopted to 

varying degrees by the others.  They have enabled the 

instrument to become adapted to changing require-

ments, helping it to survive longer than many other 

Swedish folk instruments,  e.g. the bagpipe 

(sackpipa). 

 

Analysis of older instruments 
 If it can be shown that keyed fiddles from dif-

ferent periods have been made from the same materi-

als and with the same technique, this may help to elu-

cidate the question of their historical connection. 

 

Type of wood (The wood has been analyzed at the 

Swedish Forest Products Laboratory, Stockholm;  cf 

Bilaga 10.) 

 Of the oldest extant instruments studied here, 

the two constructed in the form of a guitar (the Mora 

instrument and N.M. 147300) are made without reso-

nance strings (the Vefsen and Esse instruments) have 

a hardwood body and a belly of spruce. 

 The belly of softwood and a body of hard-

wood was regarded as a happy combination in the 

Middle Ages.  A description of the manufacture of 

folk string instruments in a Swedish poem from the 

end of the 17th century mentions that the body was 

also made from hardwood.  Another poem by the 

same author from 1707 relates, however, that the in-

strument was made from spruce. 

 Practically all the keyed fiddles which have 

been found and dated to the 18th, 19th or first dec-

ades of the 20th century have both body and belly of 

spruce.  This choice of a softwood for the body 

would seem to be connected with the new type of vo-

luminous instrument with resonance strings, which 

has a large body and is designed with profiled edges, 

a flat back and pronounced middle bouts.  When, in 

the 20th century, the practice grew of making a sepa-

rate back on the lines of a violin, it became increas-

ingly common to use hardwood for the body.  To 

judge from the analyses, the other wooden parts of 

the instrument and the bow stick have always been 

made of hardwood. 

 

Material for strings 

 It is not known what material was used for the 

strings of keyed fiddles without resonance strings.  

There are various possibilities.   In the Middle Ages 

and more recently, stringed folk instruments have 

been fitted with strings of horse hair, silk, gut and 

metal.  An extant example of the older 
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[Ed. the harpa 

on the left is 

f r o m  E s s e , 

Finland made 

sometime before 

the 1700s.  The 

harpa on the 

right is the one 

from Vefsen, 

Söndre Helge-

land, Norge and 

was made during 

the late 1600s.] 
 I n  t h e 

manner of their 

construction there 

is an undisputable 

connection be-

tween the Esse 

and Vefsen instru-

ments and the pre-

sent form of the keyed fiddle. 

 

C hapter 5 

 
(Ed:  Note that Chapter 5 is incomplete and will 

be finished in the next issue, #48, of Nyckel Notes) 

 

Morphology and ornamentation 
 This chapter is chiefly concerned with the 

following questions about the historical development 

of the keyed fiddle.  (a) Does the keyed fiddle con-

stitute a single type of instrument that has undergone 

a continuous „development‟ from the Middle Ages 

to the present day, or are there various types with 

such clear differences between them as to suggest 

that the instrument, having dropped out of use for a 

time, may have been „re-invented‟, for instance with 

some combination of a hurdy-gurdy and a string in-

strument as the prototype?  (b)  Does a detailed 

study and comparisons with other instruments and 

objects suggest that different types of keyed fiddle 

were localized to certain specific environments?  (c)  

Can certain details of construction help to date dif-

ferent keyed fiddles more exactly and provide any 

indications as to the origin and history of this instru-

ment? 

 

type of keyed fiddle (the Vefsen instrument) has a 

fragment of metal wire in the head of the tailpiece 

which is probably the remains of a metal string.  In 

view of the contemporary practice, it is probable that 

the strings of gut and silk were also used for keyed 

fiddles without resonance strings.  It seems less 

likely, on the other hand, that horsehair strings were 

used for keyed fiddles, partly because this instrument 

seems to lack connections in other respects with Nor-

dic folk instruments having strings made out of this 

material. 

 Single and contra-drone keyed fiddles have 

had melody strings of silk and gut.  Those of silk 

were made of silk thread rubbed with asafoetida and 

garlic.  (Original Swedish:  En silkessträng var, även 

om den preparerats medelst ingnidning med dyvel-

sträck och vitlök...)  The silk string is probably a sur-

vival from mediaeval usage.  Gut strings were made 

of sheep‟s gut for melody strings as well as for drone 

strings, which had to be made considerably coarser 

since they were tuned lower. 

 The resonance strings for keyed fiddles were 

of metal, usually iron or steel wire. 

 The silver-drone keyed fiddle was in the 19th 

century usually fitted with melody strings of gut, 

while during the present century these have been ex-

changed for strings made of piano wire and for 

strings wound with metal. 

 

Instrument making in 

the past 
 The manufacture of the 

keyed fiddle in the past can be stud-

ied only by examining the details of 

extant instruments, there being no 

other sources.  Whereas the Mora 

instrument and the keyed fiddle 

N.M 147300 were made with loose 

borders, back and belly and a sepa-

rate neck - not unlike the technique 

for making a guitar - the Esse and 

Vefsen instruments and the keyed 

fiddles with resonance strings from 

the 18th, 19th and present century 

(20th) were made in much the same 

way in principle and with roughly 

the same tools as those described 

above for contemporary instruments. 

Mora harpa 
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Peg board, peg box and English  

screw mechanism 
 Keyed fiddles without resonance strings have 

been fitted with a peg board in which the tuning pegs 

were inserted from above or below.  In only two 

cases is the instrument depicted with a peg box from 

which the pegs project along the sides.  Praetorius‟s 

reproduction shows a rectangular peg board, a shape 

which was probably made necessary by the large 

number of strings.  A rectangular peg board is also 

found on all keyed fiddles with resonances strings, 

except for two instruments that were undoubtedly in 

use in society and which have peg boxes with lateral 

pegs [120] and an English screw mechanism [122].  

The tuning pegs are practically always club shaped, 

although at a later date their actual design is influ-

enced by the tuning pegs of violin instruments. 

Tailpiece and „guitar bridge‟ 

 The manner of attaching the lower end of the 

strings is important acoustically as well as for playing 

technique and it is also used for classifying the instru-

ment.  Two types of attachment are characteristic of 

the keyed fiddle.  One of them, found only in mediae-

val murals, consists of an attachment on the belly, 

similar to that on the guitar [32], [35], [42].  the 

other, a tailpiece , is characteristic of other keyed fid-

dles from mediaeval paintings down to the present 

day.  there is close agreement between the tailpieces 

of different keyed fiddles without resonance strings 

Forms of body 
 The keyed fiddle with ribs and a flat bottom 

represented by mediaeval paintings and extant instru-

ments (see Mora instruments [2], the keyed fiddle 

N.M. 147300 [30] and  [43], [44], [46], [47] does not 

constitute an autonomous type of instrument but may 

be described as a fiddle with a key mechanism  (cf.  

[98], [99] [Ed. again, angels playing keyed fiddles] 

[Ed note, the instrument (N.M. 147300) is identi-

cal to the Mora instruments except that it is miss-

ing the keys and other details.  [43] & [44] refer to 

a Schlüssel fidel and [46] & [47] refer to old paint-

ings of the old instruments being played, See page 

11 of Nyckel Notes Issue #45.]  The hollowed out 

body characteristic of other keyed fiddles is more a 

mark of popular manufacture of stringed instruments.  

The development may possibly have been as follows:  

the keyed fiddle with a body shaped like that of a gui-

tar was the type which was introduced and which 

gained acceptance in Scandinavia during the Middle 

Ages.  Subsequently, when the keyed fiddle lived on 

as a peasant instrument, it came to have a hollowed-

out body, which requires less skill of its maker than 

does a body with ribs. 

 One cannot accept such an hypothesis unless 

it can be shown that there is evidence of a connection 

between different keyed fiddles from different peri-

ods.  As far as the shape of the body is concerned, 

this can be done from the Esse and Vefsen instru-

ments down to the present day.  The various modifi-

cations can be explained as influences from other 

stringed instruments, i.e. probably from the viola da 

gamba during the 18th century and from the violin 

during the 19th and 20th centuries. 

 

Resonance strings 
 There are several considerable morphological 

differences between keyed fiddles with resonance 

strings and those without them.  It is therefore impor-

tant to determine when and where resonance strings 

were probably first combined with the keyed fiddle.  

The most probable alternative seems to be that the 

use of resonance strings was inspired by the viola 

d‟amore, which according to several written sources 

was already played in Sweden at the end of the 17th 

century, e.g. in Uppsala and Stockholm. 

 

 

Right:   [120]  

Kontraba-

sharpa. The 

design is 

probably 

based on the 

violin.  Note 

the keyboard 

and the 

bridge. 

 

 

Left:    [122] 

Kontraba-

sharpa in 

rococo style.  

Note the 

body, tail-

piece and 

sound holes. 
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that are either still extant or known to us from icono-

graphic evidence.  The tailpieces of keyed fiddles 

with resonance strings bear a close resemblance to 

the tailpiece of the Vefsen instrument, except that 

they are more sturdily made in order to stand up to 

the strain of the additional strings.  These tailpieces 

can be typed within certain limits on the basis of their 

different shapes  (cf.  [100 a, b, c] ).  [Ed:  [100] 

shows very similar tailpieces with very slight dif-

ferences.] The types are not tied to any particular pe-

riod.  Different tailpieces from different periods can 

however be distinguished by their ornamentation, de-

sign and painting  [101], just as certain examples that 

deviate strongly from the common pattern re exe-

cuted in a design that is characteristic of another soci-

ety  [122].   

It seems that different tech-

niques for attaching the tail-

piece to the hook bar are re-

stricted to certain types of in-

struments.  Illustrations are pro-

vided of the usual technique for 

the simple and the older contra-

drone keyed fiddles [102 a], for 

the later contra-drone and silver

-drone instruments [102 b] and 

for the chromatic keyed fiddle 

[102 c]. 

Bridge 
 Only one of the reproductions of keyed fid-

dles without resonance strings clearly shows the 

shape of the bridge [33]  [Ed:  From the “Angels 

making music” painting from Häverö Church, 

Uppland, 1475], and even in this case it is so sche-

matically painted that little importance can be at-

tached to this source. 

 The earliest extant bridges from keyed fid-

dles, which date from the late 18th and early 19th 

century, have the anvil-shaped design that one finds 

on Praetorius‟s peasant hurdy-gurdy  [47].  These 

bridges differ in matters of detail.  As in the case of 

the tailpiece, the differences would seem to be the 

result of the individual builder‟s intentions and local 

traditions derived from these, rather than being 

chronologically determined within the periods when 

the contra-drone and silver-drone instruments flour-

ished.  c.f. [103].  There is a special  

character to the detail of bridges made by persons 

from outside the peasant environment [104].  A dif-

ferent type of bridge first came into use during the 

present century, in conjunction with a new manner 

of performance.  The top of this bridge is rather 

curved, like the violin‟s, making it easier to play on 

one string at a time [105].  Although the violin 

bridge very likely served as the prototype, many of 

the new designs hark back to the bridges of older 

keyed fiddles. 

101.  

Tailpieces 

with orna-

mentation 

character-

istic of 

the 19th 

and early 

20 cen-

tury  

(4.10, 9, 

36, 23). 

102. Attachment of the tailpiece: (a) Leather strap (string, 

sinew) through holes in the hookbar and tailpiece; (b) 

leather strap over the tailpiece and through hole in hook-

bar; (c) Nail (screw, wooden peg) through tailpiece and 

hookbar. 

[103] 

Bridges 

for Contra

-drone, 

silverba-

sharpor, 

and kon-

trabasharp

or with 

double 

keys. 

[104]- unconventional bridge designs 

[105] Chromatic nyckelharpor bridges. 
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Location of the bridge 
 Before investigating the instrument‟s tonal 

material (Chapter 6), it is necessary to establish the 

location of the bridge. 

 The bridge is missing on the oldest extant 

keyed fiddles, but its location can be ascertained with 

considerable certainty from the positions of the hole 

for the sound post and from the marks left by the 

bridge on the belly. 

 

Key Mechanisms 
 The special type of pressure key that is char-

acteristic of the keyed fiddle and later one-man hurdy

-gurdy (cf. e.g. Bachmann 1964:  126 ff.) has no di-

rect parallel among other keyed instruments.  There 

are, however, lock keys which are similar in both 

their design and the direction of their movement 

[106].  As already mentioned, the prefix „key-

‟ (nyckel) is significant in connection with this. 

 

Number of keys 
 In general, each type of keyed fiddle was fit-

ted with an increasing number of keys as it was de-

veloped.  This was done to extend its range and per-

mit a higher degree of chromaticism.  The latter aim 

referred only to instruments with resonance strings.  

Even so, the number of keys is no certain indication 

of whether a particular instrument is an early or late 

representative of its type.  A silver-drone instrument 

with 17 keys is thus not necessarily older than one 

with 19.  It happens, for instance, that players remove 

keys which they find have no function to fill, and 

such an instrument may then be copied with its re-

duced number of keys.  (Cf. Chapter 6 concerning the 

tonal material of keyed fiddles.  The number of keys 

in the instruments studied is reported in Bilaga 5, Ta-

ble II.) 

 

Morphology of keys 
 The basic design of the key has remained un-

changed from the oldest extant instrument to the 

keyed fiddles of the present day.  Seen from above, 

the part of the key that lies in the key box is wedge-

shaped, while the protruding part is made up of a thin 

neck and a broader triangular or rectangular plate, 

referred to in the present study as the „head‟ of the 

key.  This head has grooves scored into it at right-

angles to the line of the key.  The tangent is placed in 

a hole bored in the wedge-shaped part.  There are  

  

interesting chronological differences in the detailed 

design of the keys.  Their pattern varies, for instance, 

with the number of keys, the requirements of differ-

ent playing techniques, etc.  (cf [108]--[110]).  On 

some contra-drone keyed fiddles, the twelfth key has 

an extra wide wedge with room for two tangents side 

by side.  If the performer wishes to play a melody 

involving b2., he turns the right-hand tangent so that 

its edge faces the string and swivels the other tangent 

to one side.  To play b-flat2, he does the opposite 

[111].  Individual designs are found for different 

keys, particularly in instruments from about 1890 

onwards.  Different constructions are used for keys 

placed in tiers [113], [114].  The keys of chromatic 

instruments are specially designed so that the wedges 

can be hollowed out to accommodate the tangents of 

the keys on the second and third rows [115]. 

[111] Key for a kontra-

basharpa with two tan-

gents. 

[112] Keys for the 

silverbasharpa:  

upper two keys for a 

1953harpa, lower 2 

keys for an early 19th 

century harpa. 

[113] Keys with dif-

ferent shaped notches 

for the tangent of the 

key in the second row. 

[114] Pairs of keys from a 

silverbasharpa;  tangent of 

the lower key stops the 

second string and the first 

melody string. 

[115] Keys for a chromatic 

nyckelharpa.  3 rows seen 

from above and from the 

side. 
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Väsen at Golden Toad Camp                                             

by Mark Walstrom 
  

 Väsen were the guest teachers at the Golden 

Toad Music Camp, held June 23-28, 2010 in the 

beautiful Northern California town of Occidental. 

The CYO campground in the Redwoods was an in-

viting location for the 300 or so attendees of the in-

augural camp.  Much like its neighbor, the Lark in 

the Morning Camp, this camp had it all from Belly 

dancing classes to Irish fiddle lessons.   Best of all, 

this year‟s camp emphasized Swedish music and 

dance with Väsen headlining.  

 The camp was structured so that classes were 

held in many locations during 5- 1 ½ hour time slots 

throughout the day.  Each member of Väsen taught a 

daily class on his respective instrument and they also 

worked together to instruct the art of ensemble play-

ing.  They highlighted the week with an amazing 

evening concert under the stars, gaining a camp full 

of new fans among the musically diverse crowd. 

  Olov Johansson taught classes in Nyckel-

harpa, Viola was taught by Mikael Marin, and Roger 

Tallroth taught guitar. Each was billed as an ad-

vanced class but all interested comers were wel-

comed.  Väsen‟s ensemble class drew about 75 peo-

ple playing a few dozen different kinds of instru-

ments. And we managed some glorious music with 

the Swedes leading. 
 Olov‟s Nyckelharpa class was at-

tended by about 15 of us under an open tent out in a 

field.     A few were new to the instrument but the 

majority included familiar faces.  Some of the par-

ticipants were Enid Bennion, Fred Bialy, Toby 

Blome, Mark Walstrom, Marilee Cowen, Verlene 

Schermer, Aryeh Frankfurter, Lane Foster Harrell 

and Margaret Marmot. Some of the Nyckelharpists 

had come almost directly from a week at Scandia 

camp in the Mendocino Redwoods, having just com-

pleted a week of lessons and fun. Dedication! 

 Olov taught us technique as well as tunes. 

He described and demonstrated the various ways to 

move up and down the fingerboard, breaking it into 

simple categories and terms.  He also talked a lot 

about bowing- things like bow placement on the 

strings, initial attack, bow arm movement and bow 

speed.  One thing that surprised me was his demon-

stration of the importance of having the correct 

amount of hair on the Nyckelharpa bow.  

 Too much hair (about the amount of a violin bow 

for instance) and the tone is muddy, fewer (about 2/3 

that amount), and the tone quality improves quite 

dramatically. He played a few bows, moving back 

and forth between them, and the sound quality dif-

ference was audible. He suggested a few of us just 

snip off the extra hairs!  

 The first tune Olov taught was his arrange-

ment of Fanteladda  efter Hovind, Elverum,  a rous-

ing tune in 3 with a short third beat.  He wrote a 

lovely 2nd harmony part and a driving low 3rd part 

which was mastered by the 3 cellos attending [Ed:  

music on page 9].    

 We also learned Polska efter Schedin, again 

with 3 parts, and the baroque  Polones och Serra 

efter Höök  with  lovely harmony parts. Olov ex-

plained that these early tune forms probably gave 

rise to the modern Norwegian Gangar (from the even 

time Poloness) and the Swedish Polska form (from 

the ¾ Serra). .  

 Olov then demonstrated and taught the tech-

niques and harmony notes for the G major Silverba-

sharpa tunes using Prästpolska från Film as an ex-

ample. This tune sounded impossible to me at first 

hearing but Olov broke it down to show that the 

melody is actually quite simple and would be quite 

boring to play alone. It is the harmony notes and 

bowing that gives these tunes that special “vagns 

hus” feel.  We accomplished a very big, regal sound 

with Olov‟s arrangements and had a great time play-

ing together!   

 The Viola class, taught by Mikael Marin, had 

about 20 takers with a few cellos for good measure.  

He structured his class much the same as Olov, 

teaching mostly Uppland fiddle tunes transposed 

down a fifth, and then adding his own 2nd lines. The 

tunes were beautiful and all those low frequencies 

resonating in the Redwood grove amphitheater had a 

magical effect.  

  Roger taught a guitar class and em-

phasized chord changes and rhythmic variations for 

backup instruments.  He passed on his incredible 

knack for adding enough backup to make a tune 

more interesting but not overpower it and also create 

a sense of anticipation in the music.  
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(I‟ve never played so 

much in my life!),  then 

collapse, then dinner.  

Evening events- con-

certs and jam sessions 

of every sort filled each 

night.  There was also 

time (for some!) to go 

swimming in the pool, 

hike in the beautiful 

Redwood forest or just 

hang out and listen.  

The classes showed off 

their stuff by perform-

ing at the end of camp 

for a big dance.  Many 

of the student musi-

cians played with 

Väsen in a circle in the 

middle of the dance 

hall. We played through 

all the Nyckelharpa, 

Viola, and Väsen ensemble class tunes as well as 

other commonly played Väsen music, of course, end-

ing the evening with Josefin‟s dopvals.  Then, in 

keeping with the eclectic camp spirit, the Swing 

dancers took over the floor! 

  The Golden Toad website is easily 

accessible and has lots of information including vid-

eos, photos and the schedule for the next camp, June 

8-13, 2011.  The amazing Mikael Marin and Mia 

Marin will headline.  I‟m there! 

 Music (Fanteladda) arranged and notated by 

Olov Johansson. Used by permission. 

Camp photograph by Maria Camillo.  Used by per-

mission.  

http://www.goldentoadcamp.com/index.html 

 

[Ed: Note:  The score of Fanteladda on the follow-

ing page was arranged by Olov Johansson and re-

notated by myself in order to fit it into the format 

of the Nyckel Notes.  If anyone is interested in the 

© Finale file or an XML version, I would be 

happy to attach it to an e-mail.  Just send me a 

note at:  delliker@peak.org] 

The Ensemble class was also taught in the 

lovely Redwood grove and was open to all.  The three 

described their thinking behind arranging a tune or 

song for a group- adding harmonies, variations, chor-

dal lines, intros and endings.  They taught the melody 

first, then a 2nd voice and then guitar rhythms and 

chords.  We learned 3 tunes and a song (a little out-

side of their normal fare!) called Kom Lunkom.   They 

had 75 people singing in Swedish and playing along 

in a beautiful arrangement (One camper who liked it 

very much asked Olov if that song would be on their 

next cd !).  

 The 3 tunes taught were 30-års Jiggen 

(Tallroth),   Polska efter Guringius and schottis, 

Vrålkåda (Tallroth). It was fun to learn them in a big 

group and then to hear the tunes played around camp 

from behind cabin doors or at campfires throughout 

the week, sometimes on a Ukulele or Sax.  

 Swedish dance was well represented and 

taught all week by Toby Blome and  Fred Bialy.  Fred 

also taught beginning Nyckelharpa to a few new con-

verts.  The allspel teaching and dance music duties 

were held down masterfully by Peter Michaelsen   

  As a first time camper, my schedule 

each day was… stumble out of bed, slam down some 

frukost, Olov‟s class, Mikael‟s class,  Väsen‟s ensem-

ble class, Peter‟s allspel,  play for Fred and Toby‟s 

Dance class,  

Olov Johansson‟s class at the Golden Toad Camp   2010             
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  FANTILADDA CELLO PART:   To be played alternatively with the first set of A & B sections. 
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, 

the fiddler Per Persson Menlös, who was 13, walked 

from Hedesunda  to Älvkarleby to see Byss-Calle. 

When he came to the house, he was  too shy to knock 

on the door.  Brita, Byss-Calle's wife saw him but 

said that Byss-Calle was much too ill to play for him, 

but that he could come  in and meet him.  When Byss

-Calle learned that the boy (Menlösen) had  walked 

so far, he knew the boy had a special interest and he 

got out of bed and played this song for 

him.  Menlösen learned the tune and called it Van-

dringen, "The Walk".  (Ed. note:  Vandringen may 

be found in Nickel Notes Number 42) 

 Another tune we learned from Cajsa was a 

traditional one from Uppland, the homeland of the 

nyckelharpa. It was a Wagon House Shottische from 

Österbybruk, where the annual Nyckelharpa Stemma 

is held each June. Anna-Stinas pojkar is a 

"vagnshusare" that was played when they took all the  

wagons out to use the buildings for dancing at mid-

summer. Hasse Gille  was one of the nyckelharpa 

players at the Österbybruk manor house. 

Other nyckelharpa tunes taught by Cajsa: 

Österbypolska efter Gubbo-Allan 

Isbrytar'n polska efter Byss-Calle 

Sturres Schottis av Sturre Sahlström 

[Ed:  see Nickel Notes, #4) 

Brudsmarsch från Ärentuna 

Polska efter Lump-Janna 

Mördar Cajsas polska av Olov Johansson 

Vångshus vals 

 

It was wonderful to have Cajsa as a teacher again. 

Her workshop in the Seattle areas was one of the first  

I attended after acquiring my 'harpa and getting a few  

pointers from Tim Rued. I was still unsure of the 

names  of the strings and she made up this mem-

nomic device to  help me remember: Cajsa Goes 

Crazy Always...i must  have asked her just one too 

many times...I was a beginner!  Now I always re-

member what notes the strings are tuned to!   

Nyckelharpa Class at Scandia Camp  

Mendocino Summer 2010 
by Laurel Paulson-Pierce 

 

In 2010 we had the largest nyckelharpa class at Scan-

diacamp in  Mendocino. Students came to learn from 

Cajsa Ekstav.  Casja:  She is an accomplished nyckel-

harpa player, fiddler and  traditional singer. She grew 

up surrounded by the rich folk music tradition of  Up-

pland. In 1990 Cajsa was awarded the title of 

“Riksspelman”. In 2008 she was awarded the prestig-

ious “Uppland Spelmansförbund” gold medal. The 

award honored her fiddling, singing and teaching 

skills.  She taught singing at camp, and her singing 

class performed for the dancers in the wonderful 

Swedish tradition of acapella singing.  

 

 One of the tunes Cajsa taught to the nyckel-

harpa class at Scandiacamp was Västermarnspolskan 

by Byss-Calle.   (Ed. note:  See Nyckel Notes #35) 

 

 Here  is the story behind this tune: Byss-Calle 

(1783-1847) fell in love with a woman named Cajsa. 

She was from Västermarn, a farm south-east of Skut-

skär in the  northern part of Uppland.  Her father 

would not allow her to marry a fiddler.  Later when 

she married another man, her father wanted  the best 

music for the wedding, so he called for Byss-Calle. 

This  sad bride-polska was composed for the occa-

sion.   

 Another Byss-Calle tune she taught us was 

Vandringen, "The Walk", which has this back-

ground :  Not long before Byss-Calle passed away 
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[Ed.  I transcribed this music from the Väsen recording:  Väsen Street.  I have included some of the 

ornamentation but not all since I think that the individual musician should figure out these things on 

their own.  The harmony part is not included here either and on the recording the lower bas/gitar part 

(Roger Tallroth) uses much more variation than the written notes here. 

 Also Note:  That this written transcription does not take the place of learning the music from 

the original musician or a recording.  The notes are close, but do not take the place of listening to the 

music.  This tune may be found on Väsen‟s 2009 recording:  Väsen Street.   

  

Also note that transcriptions of some of Väsen‟s other tunes may be purchased from 

Väsen‟s web-site:    www.vasen.se ] 
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Scandia Camp Mendocino  

by Laurel Paulson-Pierce 

 

 Each June there is a wonderful music and dance camp held in the California Redwoods.  The camp is 

held in the rustic Mendocino Woodlands State Park.  The Woodlands Is a California state park and the natural-

ists here lead hikes in the area. The Redwoods and surrounding wetlands provide habitat for many species of 

plants and animals.  The nearest towns are Fort Bragg and Mendocino. The campers stay in rustic cabins .....no 

electricity, running water or heat. and the activities are centered in the lounge, dining hall and dance hall.  For 

a week we play and eat and dance and eat and sing and eat with a wonderful group of people.  Wonderful 

meals are served, many with a Nordic flavor. 

 Daily music lessons and dance lessons are led by teachers from Sweden, Norway, and U.S. Fiddle, 

Hardanger fiddle, nyckelharpa, and accordion are among the instruments taught.  There are also presentations 

of different cultural, historical and arts and crafts from the Scandinavian area. Singing, baking, language and 

fiber arts are also taught.  

  Each music teacher is featured in a “mini-concert” during the week. These take place in the lounge 

before dinner, in the dining hall after dinner and in The Linscott Dance Hall.    The Linscott family has been 

very active in this Camp, and in the dance community. Thanks to their generosity, the camp recently received 

a new dance floor which is enjoyed by the Scandinavian dancers as well as all the other music, dance and folk-

lore camps that use this facility. Each night there is dancing featuring the musicians who present music from 

different regions, many of which have their own style of dancing and accompanying music.  

 The dancers and musicians come from all over including the San Francisco Bay area, Southern Califor-

nia, Seattle, WA, Boulder, CO as well as Sweden and Norway.  There have also been campers here from Ja-

pan. One of the younger campers I met here has been a member of the VASA Lodge, http://

www.vasaorder.com in Southern California, and her VASA Youth folk dance group has toured Sweden twice. 

Many of the participants are active in their local music and dance groups throughout the year such as: http://

www.norcalspelmanslag.org , http://www.skandia-folkdance.org (Seattle), and http://www.ngls.net 

(Norwegian) and some also participate in http://www.nordicfiddlesandfeet.org, a camp in New Hampshire.   

 At Scandia Camp Mendocino, one evening,  a fun auction is held to help raise funds to continue the 

camp. There is also a banquet where many of the campers wear traditional folk costumes, and the musicians 

all lead the group to a candle-light dinner with a promenade featuring traditional music. There have also been 

traditional weddings performed at camp.  This is a wonderful international program, and represents diplomacy 

in action. Many of the campers form lasting friendships here, and there are many links built between this 

country and Sweden and Norway. In these difficult economic times, many people find that they are not able to 

take a vacation Away from home, and the “stay-cation” is becoming popular. Attending this camp is an ideal 

way to meet and get to know people from around the globe, and for many it is “right in our own back yard”  

  I go for the nyckelharpa instruction, and this last summer we got the treat of having Cajsa Ekstav as 

our teacher. Other teachers have been Bruce Sagan, Matt Fichtenbaum, Becky Weiss, and Gert Ohlsson. Many 

nyckelharpa students have attended these sessions and enjoyed the chance to expand their repertoire and ex-

perience the joy of playing for dancers. The alspel sessions include a chance to learn tunes and play under the 

able leadership of Peter Michaelson, a rikspelman fiddler. There are also singing lessons, language learing, 

cultural presentations and time to explore the near by ocean beaches, rivers, ponds and redwood forest.  Nearly 

100 people attend this camp and a good time is had by all. You can find out more at 

www.scandiacampmendocino.org  

 Next year's camp will be held June 11-18, 2011.   Perhaps you would like to join us next year! 

 

 

 

Written by Laurel Paulson-Pierce, nyckelharpa player, member of VASA Lodge and Northern California 

Spelmanslag. 

http://www.vasaorder.com/
http://www.vasaorder.com/
http://www.norcalspelmanslag.org/
http://www.norcalspelmanslag.org/
http://www.skandia-folkdance.org/
http://www.ngls.net/
http://www.nordicfiddlesandfeet.org/
http://www.scandiacampmendocino.org/
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 The late 1960s was a time when a lot hap-

pened—jazz musicians became interested in folk mu-

sic and many recordings from this time, with musi-

cians such as Lars Gullin, Arne Domnérus, and Jan 

Johansson have since become classics. Also, in 1967, 

Jan Ling‟s doctoral dissertation Nyckelharpan was 

published and Eric Sahlström received a medal from 

the Music Academy for furthering the art of music.  

 At about the same time, Styrbjörn Bergelt‟s 

father purchased a nyckelharpa at a city auction; a 

nyckelharpa which turned out to be a silverbasharpa 

from 1840 that had belonged to the organist Mats 

Wesslén, a student of Byss-Calle. This Wesslén harpa  

differs from other silverbasharpas in that it is almost 

chromatic, having several half-steps. On the C-string, 

it has C# / D / D# / E / F / F# / G / G# / A, instead of 

the more common arrangement with only D / E / F / 

F# / G / A. Through a friend who worked at the Karo-

linska Institute‟s library, the nyckelharpa found its 

way to Eric Sahlström, who refurbished it to playable 

condition once again and even made a new bow for 

it.  

 In 1970, Styrbjörn moved to Hässelby in the 

western parts of greater Stockholm—he had grown 

up on Upplandsgatan. Once out there, he read about a 

folk dance group in neighboring Vällingby and con-

tacted the group. They had a fiddler, Eric Sandström, 

and for some years the pair functioned as musicians 

for the folk dancers, Eric on fiddle and Styrbjörn on 

silverbasharpa. Their repertoire was mostly the melo-

dies in the so called “Green Book” which was used 

by all folk dance groups at that time. During the time 

in Vällingby, he also met the fiddlers Christina 

Frohm and Håkan Andersson. Styrbjörn‟s keen inter-

est in historical events, music and instruments was by  

this time already well established, and Håkan 

Andersson further inspired and encouraged him to 

search for sources, do research, diligently “dig” and 

work methodically in his quest for information. Folk 

music recordings, mostly LPs, with music from many 

different parts of the country were produced and dis-

tributed at this time, featuring both older tradition 

bearers and as well as younger fiddlers. According to 

Styrbjörn, this was a very positive period—full of 

enthusiasm and energy—a real wave, as it has been 

called, which was easy to get caught up in!  

STYRBJÖRN BERGELT 

 

“FOR MASTERFUL AND EXEMPLARY TUNE 

PLAYING ON STRÅKHARPA,  

SILVERBASHARPA AND PIPES”  

 

by Anne-Marie Tärnström  

(Ed.:  This is a translation of the original Swedish 

article which appeared in “Nyckelharpan” 04/97 

and was translated  by Sheila Morris for Rita  

Leydon‟s DVD about Styrbjörn Bergelt) 

 

 So reads the rationale behind this year‟s pres-

entation of the Zorn medal in gold bestowed on 

Styrbjörn Bergelt. Here we present this exemplary 

master from the point of view of his work with the 

nyckelharpa.  

 One could write about Styrbjörn Bergelt from 

many different viewpoints, as he “has many strings on 

his lyre,” with deep knowledge in several areas. For 

the past thirty years, he has worked part-time as a 

photographer for the Karolinska Institute, and he is 

also a practicing artist, both as a painter and as a mu-

sician. Before the nyckelharpa—the silverbasharpa—

came on the scene in 1968, Styrbjörn already had a 

solid musical education. He began with the trombone, 

only to later abandon it for the French horn and five 

years‟ study at the Music Academy. After his studies, 

there were several years as a musician with different 

orchestras, opera tours, jazz ensembles and at Oscar-

steatern (the Oscar Theater).  

 In the middle of the 1960s, folk music entered 

the picture in a serious way—even during his years at 

the Music Academy he had heard, and been fascinated 

by, a record of Bulgarian folk music, bagpipes, sing-

ing etc. Styrbjörn began to play tunes on a recorder 

and even acquired a spilåpipa (a simple, wooden 

flute)—one of the instruments referred to in the Zorn 

jury‟s “rationale” as “masterful playing on pipes.” 

The other “pipe,” the videflöjt (willow flute), is a type 

of overtone flute lacking any fingerholes—it is held 

horizontally to the side, similar to a modern flute. He 

got his tunes from books and recordings, some from 

the provincial archives in Uppsala which provided 

tape cassette copies of old wax cylinder recordings 

and various note books. An important collection was, 

and is, K.P. Leffler‟s Om nyckelharpospelet på Skan-

sen (About Nyckelharpa playing at Skansen), pub-

lished 1898.  
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 “When there are two of you playing together, 

you help each other along, it‟s not just one person 

alone, toiling and struggling. Naturally it‟s best if you 

both have the same understanding of the tune, the 

same pulse, but at the same time it can give a little 

something extra if the playing isn‟t exactly synchro-

nized. It‟s especially good to play for dancing. To see 

someone dance in time to what you‟re playing is 

really rewarding; you see the feet and the people and 

you are a part of a greater synergy.”  

 After the work on Tagelharpa och videflöjt, 

there was a breaking point, what we would call a 

“backlash” nowadays, and Styrbjörn quit playing al-

most entirely. For many years, he had put all his en-

ergy into playing, building, and research—had been 

almost in his own world. He avoided folk music for 

several years, and listened instead to things he felt he 

had missed out on, like pop music. However, he con-

tinued with his painting the whole time, mostly wa-

tercolors. When he returned to folk music again he 

began a new period of playing with other gammel-

harpa players, such as Ingvar and Lena Jörpeland and 

Sven Nordin. It was a little different repertoire, tunes 

from Österby, among others.  

 Styrbjörn‟s great interest in early music led to 

the CD, Svarta jordens sång (Song of the Black 

Earth), which came out in 1995. This recording was 

the result of many year‟s work, beginning in 1989, 

and digging deep into Viking history. The music 

evolved as an interpretation based on instrument 

finds at the archeological digs on the island of Birka. 

Styrbjörn even built a Sånga harpa, that is, he at-

tempted to recreate the medieval nyckelharpa de-

picted in Sånga church on Ekerö, Stockholm—an an-

gel playing nyckelharpa. He built his version of the 

harpa by first photographing the painting and then 

making a tracing of it. He has since rethought his 

original interpretation of the painting, and now be-

lieves the harpa was constructed differently. The con-

struction was possibly more like a guitar, with side 

panels, and the keys lying inside the neck and coming 

out through holes in the instrument‟s top. (A picture 

of the painting may be found on page 46 in Ling‟s 

book Nyckelharpan.) [Ed:  Note that a copy of the 

painting is on the next page]. 

  

 Besides the nyckelharpa, another instrument, 

the stråkharpa, now entered the picture and caught 

Styrbjörn‟s attention. Styrbjörn built himself a stråk-

harpa from pictures and measurements in Otto 

Andersson‟s book Stråkharpan, published 1923, with  

good results. He built numerous other stråkharpas and 

studied Otto Andersson‟s writings about the Estonian 

Swedes on Ormsö island and in 1983 he became a 

Riksspelman on the instrument. Even before this, his 

records had won the Swedish Grammy—Å än är det 

glädje å än är det gråt (Still there is joy and still there 

are tears), with Marie Selander and Susanne Broms in 

1977, as well as Tagelharpa och videflöjt (Stråkharpa 

and willow flute) in 1980. From 1976 to 1981, 

Styrbjörn taught instrument building courses at Ny-

ckelviks school.  

 But ... back to the silverbasharpa. As men-

tioned, Styrbjörn devoted a great deal of time to 

searching through source material, listening to re-

cordings, looking through collections of tunes, and 

meeting older spelmän. Joel Jansson from Skärplinge, 

perhaps more than any other nyckelharpa player, has 

been Styrbjörn‟s foremost teacher and inspiration. A 

lot of recorded material of Joel Jansson may be found 

at the Music Museum (in Stockholm), but Styrbjörn 

also made his own recordings of Joel and learned the 

repertoire. “I consider myself a student of Joel Jans-

son.” Styrbjörn also worked with the group that pro-

duced the LP, Joel Jansson, silverbasharpa.  

 Styrbjörn‟s fortuitous meeting in 1975 with 

Anders Eklund was the start of a collaboration which 

assured his continued commitment to playing. Anders 

played a chromatic nyckelharpa in the beginning, but 

soon commissioned a copy to be made of the Wesslén 

harpa. Thus began “the hunt for the polska,” as 

Styrbjörn puts it. In the middle of the 1970s, polska 

dancing still hadn‟t caught on, but with the formation 

of the new dance group, Nordingarna, came frequent 

and regular chances to play for dancing—and playing 

became a partnership with the dancers. The musicians 

were no longer the authorities, for the dancers had 

their own opinions, so there was a continual exchange 

between the musicians and the dancers. Styrbjörn and 

Anders also performed together on other occasions—

at stämmas and on the stage. But it is playing for 

dancing, especially together with another musician, 

that is so wonderful—this, Styrbjörn thinks, is some-

thing very special.  
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Perhaps we will come to see and hear more of 

such tunes as one finds in Å än är det glädje å 

än är det gråt; while Svarta jordens sång is an 

exciting journey with voices, singing, music 

and other sounds which give the listener an au-

thentic sense of the aural environment in 

Birka‟s marketplace when the town was in it‟s 

heyday so long ago. Additionally, Styrbjörn has 

participated on many other recordings, as well 

as appeared on TV and radio over the years.  

 I would like to direct a warm “Thank 

you!” to Styrbjörn for so generously sharing his 

thoughts, knowledge, and experiences.  

—Anne-Marie Tärnström  

 

(Editor note:  To view the original article from 

the 04/97 issue of Nyckelharpan about 

Styrbjörn Bergelt, see disc two of Rita Ley-

don‟s Swedish Folk Music Treasures - 

Styrbjörn Bergelt, and look in the “Bonus 

Things” where it is located as a *.pdf file.  

There are also pictures related to the article 

found there.) 

 

DVD Review 

 I have watched another wonderful 

video of a Swedish Master Musician continuing 

their art of preserving folk music and having a 

good time.  Styrbjörn is a master of both modern 

and ancient instruments and shows that mastery 

in this video presentation.  Not only are bowed in-

struments played but also wind instruments:   

spilåpipa and videflöjt.  The fact that Styrbjörn 

passed away before the completion of this project 

does not in any way detract from the great music 

and personality of his life.  A very worthwhile 

video to add to the collection of anyone who is  

interested in the nyckelharpa and Swedish Folk 

Music.                                        

 David Elliker-Vågsberg 

 

To order this video or others in the “Swedish Folk 

Music Treasures”, contact Rita Leydon at: 

 

www.ritaleydon.com 

 

or:   Leydon Grafix 

P.O. Box 127 

Lahaska, PA  18931,  USA 

 

 Styrbjörn Bergelt was the first of the new gen-

eration of musicians in the 1970s to play gammel-

harpa. He almost got himself a chromatic nyckelharpa 

on several occasions, but it never quite worked out, 

and never seemed terribly important either. He 

thought, and still thinks, that the gammelharpa has a 

certain quality, that the sound of a silverbasharpa is 

lovely and special. There was no value judgment in 

the choice of instrument, no feeling that one was bet-

ter or finer than the other. Today, he says, it‟s not so 

important to blend into the crowd as it was in the be-

ginning of the 1900s, when for example, a musician 

might change or even give up an older instrument in 

order to be able to keep up with the accordions. Now, 

different instruments, repertoires, and playing styles 

can live side by side.  

 The nyckelharpa, and the gammelharpa, have 

been important to Swedish folk music. Byss-Calle and 

other spelmän created a large repertoire of tunes for 

the instrument. Nowadays, one can see and hear, at 

the nyckelharpa competitions, the VM (world champi-

onship), that many musicians have learned the older 

repertoire and playing techniques.  

(Ed.  Illustration from page 46 in Jan Lings book, Nyckelhar-

pan.  [36] Angel with keyed fiddle, Sånga Church, Uppland.  

The mural is dated to 1468)  
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  STYRBJÖRN BERGELT  1939-2006 

STRÅKHARPA 

SPILÅPIPA 

VIDEFLÖJT 

(Seljefløyte- Norge) 

SPILÅPIPA 

SILVERBASHARPA 

(GAMMELHARPA) 
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Estonian Swedes on Ormsö island play the stråkharpa for dancing sometime in the mid 1800s 

List of Tunes - Swedish Folk Music Treasures DVD #4:  Styrbjörn Bergelt 
           DISC ONE 
Silverbasharpa: 

1.  Brudmarsch e. Joel Jansson, trad. 

2.  Polska e. Sörby Janne (Tierpspolskan, trad. 

3.  Polska e. Lillpingen, trad. 

4.  Brudmarsch e. Gulamålaviten, trad. 

5.  Vil fröken köpa lölen för en krona?, trad. 

6.  Byss Calle slängpolska (1) e. Jonas Skoglund, trad. 

7.  Fingertarmen e. Byss Calle,  trad. 

8.  Granö hambo e. Otto Larsson, trad. 

9.  Vals e. Otto Larsson, trad. 

10. Polska från Tolfta e. Jan Jansson, trad,, played to-

gether with En sup til ska vi ha i kvöll e. From Olle, trad. 

  

Spilåpipa:  

11.  Smultrongårds Idas polska e. Marsötrarn, trad. 

12.  Polska (1) e. Mats Wesslén, trad. 

13.  Polska (2) e. Mats Wesslén, trad. 

14.  Byss Calle slängpolska (2) e. Jonas Skoglund, trad. 

15.  Låt, trad. 

16.  Lilla gubben uppå tallebacken, trad. 

17  Mjölnarpolskan, trad. 

18.  Gånglåt e. Sväs Anders, trad. 

19.  Fiol-låt från Järna finnmark, trad. 

20.  Kärleksvisa e. Hjört Anders mor, trad. 

21.  Långdans från Sollerön, trad.   

Videflöjt / Säljpipa: 

22.  Halling,  av Anders Rosén 

23.  Norsk halling, trad. 

24.  Improvisation,  av Styrbjörn Bergelt 

25.  Kivlemöjerne - Flickorna från Kivledalen, trad. 

  

DISC TWO 

Stråkharpa /Talharpa / Tagelharpa 

26.  Brude, trad. 

27  Harplajkjen, trad. 

28  Öl och brännvin, trad. 

29.  Hur roligt att komma, trad. 

30.  Raly, trad. 

31.  Två finska låtar, trad. 

  

Silverbasharpa: 

32 Gammal brudmarsch från Tierp e. Jonas Skoglund, 

trad. 

33.  Polska e. Jan Jansson, trad. 

34  De Geers polska e. Joel Jansson, trad. 
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TIM RUED‟S TOURS TO SWEDEN 
 

Uppland is not the only place in Sweden to find the nyckelharpa. 

 

   While it is true that the modern nyckelharpa tradition comes to us directly from the province of Up-

pland, the instrument was still found in other places as recently as 100 years ago.   Fiddlers in Gästrik-

land, Södermanland, and Närke were playing the nyckelharpa both locally and in touring concerts well 

into the 20th century.     

   Eventually, though, the nyckelharpa disappeared from use everywhere but in the iron districts of Up-

pland.  However, the invention of the modern chromatic nyckelharpa (a combination of the efforts of Au-

gust Bohlin and Eric Sahlström) saved the instrument from becoming just a footnote in musical history.   

   Through the 1950's and 1960's, nyckelharpa awareness increased, as Eric Sahlström became a nation-

ally known figure.   Then, in the 1970´s, the worldwide folk revival hit Sweden, and thousands of young 

people discovered the richness of their musical heritage.   Among the many who took up the fiddle and 

other traditional Swedish instruments, thousands started playing the nyckelharpa, partly as a symbol of 

Swedish culture.   Courses in nyckelharpa building were started at adult schools throughout the country, 

and the instrument was once again found outside the boundaries of Uppland. 

   The universal repertoire of the harpa was grounded in the Uppland tradition, but players from Skåne 

to Jämtland and everywhere in between started applying the instrument to tunes from local traditions, as 

well. 

   Now, 35 years later, the folk revival has receded.   Young people are more involved in electronic enter-

tainment, world music and rock, television and the internet.   However, the 70's wave of folk music popu-

larity has left Sweden a different place as far as folk music is concerned.   There are fewer and smaller 

fiddle festivals than there were then, but they are better organized and are more than just gatherings, as 

many were before.   One can no longer find an old-time dance in every town every week, but the tradi-

tional music is being supported and spread by workshops and schools which teach young and old.   Tra-

ditional fiddlers who in the past had to play simplified music for folkdans and gammaldans, but never 

got to play polskas for dancing, now have the opportunity to play the older tunes often for dancers who 

appreciate the music.  There are thousands more recordings than were available in the past.   Visitors 

from other countries can attend Swedish folk music classes, sometimes in English! 

   An American player who travels to Sweden should really visit Uppland - the Mecca of nyckelharpa 

players.   Building repertoire and traditional styling is easiest in the place where it developed.   But, just 

as Swedish teachers who come to America have been teaching tunes outside the Uppland tradition, it can 

serve an American traveler to visit other places in Sweden where the nyckelharpa is today played, as 

well. 

   Many American and other nyckelharpa players have become attracted to the sound of the 16th-note 

polskas of Småland, for example.   These tunes lack the brassiness of many of the Uppland tunes, but are 

often in minor keys, which are rare in Uppland.   The nyckelharpa also works well for the triplet polskas 

of Jämtland, again something very different.    One can find great musical gems by attending festivals in 

so many places, and hearing what is being played.   In the 1980's in Dalarna, a collection of Dala tunes 

especially suited to nyckelharpa was published! 

 

   FolkSweden tours, inspired by my own musical travels, was started to help non-Swedes get into Swe-

den's folk culture, and discover the depth and variety of the music in the easiest and quickest way. For 

two or more weeks, a small group of us travel by minivan to various cultural hotspots, and bury our-

selves in tradition:  we attend fiddle festivals, visit musicians and dancers, explore major and minor mu-

seums, eat traditonal foods, and experience places important in Swedish history, culture, and folklore.   

The tour is limited to 5, so each year it  can be customized according to the interests of the participants 

and the special events that will be happening at the time. 
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It is also a tremendously fun way to enjoy Sweden, 

and make lifetime friends and connections! 

 Tim Rued 

www.folksweden.com 

2011 tour, June 29 - July 12 
 

The 2011 tour will take in three areas that are not 

traditional to nyckelharpa, but have active nyckel-

harpa players.    The tour begins on June 29, and 

goes directly to Örebro.   That is where the 

"riksspelmansstämma", or National Fiddlers' 

Gathering is held next year.   Musicians from all 

over Sweden will be there to play before a panel of 

judges, trying to earn the coveted Zorn medal in 

bronze or silver.   We will be at the presentation of 

awards, where the latest gold medal winner will be 

honored.  (Nyckelharpist Peter Hedlund received 

gold this year.)  There will also be a concert of 

gold medalists, as well as a festival of music and 

dancing.   During the days around Örebro, we will 

make an excursion into neighboring Värmland to 

explore, and meet with musicians. 

   After the National festival, we will stay a few 

days in Leksand, which will be our base while we 

sightsee in Dalarna, and meet local musicians and 

dancers.   The highlight of that stay will be the 

huge fiddle festival in Bingsjö, with thousands of 

attendees.   There are always a large number of 

nyckelharpa players there, too. 

   Our third stop will be in Western Jämtland, 

where we will experience the culture and music of 

Sweden's North.  We will get to at least one festi-

val, besides meeting more locals.   Our trip back 

to the Stockholm area will take us through 

Hälsingland and Uppland, with at least a little 

music.  July 12, the tour is finished, and the par-

ticipants are free to travel on as they will. 

   But this time the tour can be expanded.  An op-

tional extra week before the regular tour will in-

clude Hälsingland and Gästrikland for Midsom-

mar and the Bergsjöstämma, and an extra week 

after the regular tour will have us in Uppland and 

the area around Stockholm. 

   I'll be taking both my fiddle and nyckelharpa 

with me.  The tour can be adjusted, as it has be-

fore, to pick up a new nyckelharpa for someone 

who has ordered one from a Swedish maker.  

Take a look at the website: www.folksweden.com.   

It is full of pictures from previous tours.  All the 

details and pricing are there. 

    If you are going to Sweden for the first time, 

this can be the best way to find your way around.   

You will hear a great variety of music in a non-

classroom environment, and will learn the back-

ground of the fiddlers whose traditions have come 

down to us.   

This is a picture of a one-of-a-kind nyckelharpa.   The 
maker lived in Jämtland, and was playing it when I 
met him.   It has 4 keyed rows, corresponding to a 
regular fiddle, plus the low unkeyed C as on the 
most common types of harpa. 

This was taken at the Bergsjö festival in 
Hälsingland.  Besides fiddles, there is a button accor-
dion, a piano accordion, and a nyckelharpa. 
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At a jam session in Örebro, we all took time out for re-
freshments.   On the table are a fiddle, a fiddle-shaped 
bottle opener, and nyckelharpa after nyckelharpa! 

We stopped by for coffee at Peter Hedlund's house in Hälsingland.    A little music, and a tour of 
his place!     John Wendell, Gail Oines, "Puma", Doug Oines, Mathias Hedlund. 

MORE PICTURES FROM TIM‟S 09 TOUR 

Near Eric Sahlström's grave is a full-sized statue of him, with an 

inviting seat so his friends can sit beside him.   Here are John 

Wendell, Doug Oines, and Gunnar Persson enjoying a tune with 

Eric. 
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Every year at the Bingsjö festival, a big group of nyckelharpa players get together on top of the hill for a jam.   Among 

those seen here is Hans Gille, from Österbybruk. 

MORE PICTURES FROM TIM‟S 09 TOUR 

Here at Zorngården in Mora, a concert played on reproductions of the famous 16th-century  
Moraharpa.   The original is in the Zorn museum, just a short walk away. 
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String  

Bazaar 
The ANA is pleased to  

offer Nyckelharpa strings 

for sale!  We have playing 

strings and three versions 

of understring sets. 

 

 
Playing Strings 
 The playing strings are the four largest 

strings, the ones that you actually touch with the 

bow.  PRIM brand strings are made by an old 

Swedish string manufacturing company.  Their 

fiddle strings are popular among folk musicians, 

and are available widely in the US.  Their nyckel-

harpa strings are basically the same as their cello 

strings, except that they are the correct length for 

nyckelharpas instead of about a foot too long.  All 

four strings are wound.  The A-string 

is .020” (0.50 mm) in diameter. 

 

Sympathetic Strings 
 We offer three versions of understrings, 

described more fully in the January  1998 edition 

of Nyckel Notes.  Basically, the three sets can be 

called: 

 

6 + 6 : 

6 wound strings .021” (0.053 mm) in diameter, 

6 plain strings .014” (0.36 mm) in diameter. 

 

4+4+4 : 

4 wound strings 0.24”  (0.61 m) in diameter, 

4 wound strings .021”  (0.53 mm) in diameter, 

4 plain strings  .014”  (0.36 mm) in diameter. 

 

12-step : 
12 strings varying from .025”  (0.64 mm)  

to .014”  (0.36 mm), by steps of .001”.  The lower 

6 are wound, the higher 6 are plain. 

 

 

ORDER FORM 
Prices are for ANA members/non-members. 

Price includes shipping to a US address. 

e-mail for inquiries:  strings@nyckelharpa.org 

Send this form along with a check payable to: 

American Nyckelharpa Association to: 

Tim Newcomb 

P.O. Box 51 

Montpelier, VT  05602 

Playing strings Quantity Member 

Price 

Total 

Cost 

Non-

member  

Price 

Prim Full Set  $77  $87 

Prim A (1)  $15  $17 

Prim C (2)  $18  $20 

Prim G (3)  $20  $23 

Prim C (4)  $24  $27 

Resonance strings:     

6 +6 resonance set  $22  $27 

4+4+4 resonance set  $22  $27 

12 step resonance set  $22  $27 

   TOTAL  
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 Dear Nyckel Notes Readers, 

 

 Well, this issue is finally coming out, but it 

was a squeeze this year.  2010 will be known as the 

lean year for articles.  I am sure that there are 

more activities going on and ideas ready to be writ-

ten down than I currently know about, so please 

send them in so that we may continue to have in-

teresting newsletters that represent our member-

ship. 

 

Thank you, 

 

David Elliker-Vågsberg, Editor 

 

Ha en godt nytt år!! 

 

The American Nyckelharpa Association 

The ANA is a non-profit organization dedicated 

to fostering the nyckelharpa and its music in 

North America.  We sponsor and produce music 

workshops across the country featuring the tradi-

tions of the nyckelharpa. 

ANA Membership dues are $12 per year, 

which included a digital subscription to this 

newsletter.  Send to the address below and 

please indicate if you play the nyckelharpa and if 

we can publish your name in our roster. 

For other membership types and other infor-

mation about the nyckelharpa see:  

www.nyckelharpa.org 
A source of information about the nyckelharpa,  

nyckelharpa players, a history of the instrument,  

nyckelharpa events and more! 

 

Nyckel Notes 

Published quarterly.  Send submissions to  

NyckelNotes at:   

nyckelnotes@nyckelharpa.org  
or to 

David Elliker-Vågsberg 

84890 S. Willamette Street 

                 Eugene, OR  97405-9500 

COMING UP -  ISSUE 48: 

 Winter 2010-2011 

1.  Continuation of Jan Ling‟s Nyckelharpor,   

     Chapt. 5 +      (English pages). 

2.  Future articles submitted by ANA members   

     and readers. 

3.  Franz Kößlinger:  “Die Nyckelharpa:  Ein  

      Baubericht”   

UPCOMING EVENTS: 

 1.  Leif Alpsjö is proposing a workshop in North-

ern Uppland:  if you are interested contact him at: 

Leif Alpsjö 

Rangsta 215, VIKSTA 

SE 743 73  BJORKLINGE 

SWEDEN 

Tel +46 18 - 37 23 00 

<leif@alpsjo.se> 

2.  Also check the ANA Website at: 

http://www.nyckelharpa.org/ 

David‟s Nisse (Tomte) House, a bit of rural  

Nordic life.  This was displayed at the 2010 

McKenzie Woodcarving Show in October 2010.  

All items in the picture were hand carved includ-

ing the house, a scale replica of the “Rui loftstue 

fra Hallindal” from the book:  Stav og Laft i 

Norge av Gunnar Bugge og Christian Norberg-

Schulz, Oslo 1969.  Both the wood stove and the 

fireplace are lighted by flickering LED lights. 

 


